Introducing the new Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar
Aspen’s innovative active therapy device is designed to reduce the symptoms of Forward Head Carriage. This unnatural head position can shift the cervical spine out of alignment, leading to radiculopathy, neuropathy and cervicogenic pain. Left untreated, the unbalanced loading of the cervical spine can lead to permanent deterioration of discs, vertebra, ligaments and muscles. The Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar promotes improved posture and a more natural alignment which helps in the treatment of this disorder.
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Product Information
Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar 984250

Treating Forward Head Carriage
The Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar applies gentle pressure to the chin in the front and to the mid cervical region in the back to counteract the unnatural forces caused by Forward Head Carriage. With 30 to 60 minutes of treatment in the privacy of one’s home, this unique device can make a remarkable difference in helping to relieve cervicogenic headaches, radiculopathy and reduce pain. A compression bladder enhances the collar’s ability to hold the head in cervical neutral.

Aspen Life Changing Spinal Innovation
VISTA® MULTIPOST THERAPY COLLAR
ACTIVE THERAPY FOR EFFECTIVE REHABILITATION

Integrated Air Pump
Easily accessible, the air pump and pressure release valve allow patients to quickly achieve the exact level of compression that works best for them.

Control the Compression
Like the lumbar support used in most automobiles, the Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar provides therapeutic support to promote a more natural curve in the cervical spine. Activating the compression bladder can enhance healing and help reduce symptoms by taking stress off the vertebra, discs and nerves.

Cradles the Chin
Comfortably supports the chin while shifting the head back into proper alignment.

One Size Adjustable
Multiple adjustment settings effectively fit various anatomies while allowing clinicians to position the head in neutral or mild extension by simply pulling and turning the Height Adjustment Dial.

One-Time Adjustment
Once the Locking Strap on the left side is adjusted to the correct position, the patient can easily achieve the proper tightness and positioning when the collar is reapplied at home.

Targeted Therapy
The Aspen Therapy Pack delivers hot/cold therapy to reduce inflammation and spasm. Moving its location inside the back panel focuses the therapeutic compression where needed to provide optimal relief.

EFFECTIVE TREATMENT FROM THE COMFORT OF HOME
Forward Head Carriage is a growing problem based on the ever increasing use of computers and cell phones. Aspen's revolutionary Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar is designed to help re-establish a more natural posture with the therapeutic goal of reducing symptoms.